
EDUCATION
The Art Institute of Portland
Bachelor of Science in Graphic Design. Graduated March 2006.

WORK HISTORY
Studio Guernsey  Current
Freelance has taken a variety of forms over the years; the beginning of was contracting at ad agencies in NYC. Over the past couple 
of years it has been working from home for clients during the pandemic. More recently I’ve worked with clients to create brand 
identities, catalogs and digital campaigns for Specialized. Running a small business has helped me hone project management, 
budgeting, working with colleagues remotely, and into jumping into new or established projects. 

Engin Creative  2018—2020
A small but mighty agency gave me many opportunities to work and lead within teams. Highlights were a brand refresh of Banfield 
Pet Hospital, retail campaigns for Adidas, and seasonal campaigns for Yeti Coolers. As a small team of talented people we relied on 
each other to get and produced work outsized the company.

Specialized Bicycles 2015—2017
Cycling has been a large passion away from work. So when an opportunity arose to work for Specialized I packed my bags for 
California. As an Art Director in Global Marketing I got tremendous opportunities to design and lead. My roles ranged from 
concepting campaigns for a new bike launch, working on photoshoots, working with designers on direction of a seasonal campaign 
and to selecting photos from a recent race for a quick ad turn around. It also allowed for growth in managing designers and 
interviewing future employees.

Wieden+Kennedy  2011—2014
Stepping into one of the world’s top ad firms was both trying and affirming to find yourself working alongside some of the industry’s 
best. Working alongside art directors, creative directors and copy writers we created pitch decks for commercials, billboards, ads 
and social media for Coca-Cola. Travel Oregon had yearly tourism campaigns that had video, web, social and an activation at PDX 
Airport for the Seven Wonders of Oregon. For Facebook we pitched and worked alongside their team to launch a Mother’s Day 
initiative to create unique social cards to share. Besides client work I also created some pieces for W+K’s office.

Nemo Design  2006—2010
A multi-disciplinary design studio from branding, to web and retail. My primary role as a designer fresh from college was creating 
retail campaigns for Nike running, training and action sports. This ranged from ideation for pinnacle stores, creating assets for 
national campaigns and working with vendors to make sure installs went flawless. In addition I art directed and designed a catalog 
with Globe Bicycles and worked on retail for Smith Optics. Nemo also allowed for additional creative opportunity where I curated 
and promoted shows for their First Thursday gallery.

WHY HELLO
I’ve worked at agencies, in-house and freelance marketing for over 15 years. During that time I have had the opportunity to work 
with a variety of projects and learned best practices from some of the finest in the industry. From conceptualizing a campaign, 
defining a brand identity, directing a photoshoot, to stressing about every node on a logo. While my foundation is in design and 
brand driven, I also bring to the table being a bit of tech nerd with a passion for cycling. At this point in my career I have worked on 
a great deal of projects and am now more interested in the larger creative and business strategy. 

CLIENTS

BEN GUERNSEY EM benguernsey@gmail.com    WB www.benguernsey.com
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